GET A BETTER GRIP ON FALL GOLF
WITH
COLD WEATHER GLOVES

S-82
All capeskin. Dacron & Wool lining on backs. Black or Pecan. Men’s sizes S-M-ML-XL, also cadet sizes for Men Ladies sizes S-M-L. $9.50 pair Pairs only.

S-84
Stretch gloves. Wool tweed back, capeskin palm. Black or Pecan. Men’s medium size fits S-M. Men’s large size fits ML-L-XL. Ladies: One size fits all. $6.25 pair

Write for Folder
PAR-MATE
10 WEST 33rd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001

END CARPET PROBLEMS!

FORE! SPIKE RESISTANT MATTING
Now you can buy a carpet matting that’s spike and wear resistant... yet stunningly beautiful! Fore gives you outstanding carpet life in club rooms, pro shops, grill and bar rooms. Thick 3/16” solid vinyl backing keeps damaging spikes, mud and water off costly floors. Tough cut pile nylon can’t snag on spikes... is stain resistant. Ends frequent costly carpet replacement!

FREE SAMPLE—Write for free sample of Fore matting to Crown Rubber Company, Fremont, Ohio 43420. Phone: 419-332-5531.

PGA Rumblings
Recent rumblings beneath the surface calm of the Professional Golfers’ Assn. have, at least for now, subsided. For a while it seemed that certain sections, disgruntled over the PGA-player settlement, were on the brink of intimidating dissatisfaction via a hesitancy to endorse Leo Fraser and other current PGA officers for re-election. And should this move have gained steam, the upshot could have been the resurgence of old animosities and heated accusations.

But the influential Illinois Section, which reportedly has adopted a “wait-and-see” position on the election, now has reversed its stand and voted to endorse the Fraser slate. Therefore, the chances of any serious problem developing at the annual meeting in November have been allayed. As early as this writing, about 19 sections had already endorsed the Fraser group. Last year, the officers were elected with 21 PGA sectional nominations.

Less heartening on the PGA scene is the failure of the proposed pension program to pass Internal Revenue Service muster. A letter has been sent out to all sections by executive director Robert T. Creasey, informing them that the IRS declined to rule on the program, as presently constructed. Among objections to the program, IRS felt the plan discriminated in favor of higher salaried employees. So it seems a major overhaul of the plan will be top priority.

Fast behind this disappointing news came word of two changes designed to strengthen the PGA Championship. The tournament will be moved to PGA National GC at Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., in 1971—and it’s likely an effort will be made to keep it there in the future. In addition, the championship will be moved up ahead of the three other major tournaments to early March.